Systems Management & Deployment in a little more detail…
How can Data Connect help my IT team?
This section of our security solution portfolio covers the multitude of risks and management tasks that face
your IT team on a daily basis. Our systems management and deployment technologies aim to provide a unified
and centrally managed solution to assist with areas such as patch management and deployment, vulnerability
scanning, asset and inventory management (hardware, software and licenses), service desk management, disk
imaging and network OS deployment. Comprehensive reporting and visibility of the above tasks are essential to a
successful systems management solution along with alerting you to issues and vulnerabilities.

Will your solutions and advice be geared to match my individual business needs?
Trying to manage a range of disparate solutions that don’t communicate with each other can be complicated,
time consuming and frustrating. IT operations require the means to efficiently and securely run systems
management and deployment whereas executives need to ensure efficient and productive running of the
business whilst protecting intellectual property. This is where our innovative range of solutions and expert advice
from our team comes in.

Are Data Connect going to sell me a system and just leave me to figure it out or will
you be there to see me through the whole process?
Working with your organisation, Data Connect will identify the full scope and requirement specific to your
individual business, discover current management pains and potential security gaps. We will determine the most
appropriate solution that is easy to use and integrate into your environment, has comprehensive features and
reporting whilst being affordable and scalable.

Is it going to be cost effective for my business?
Our aim is to provide an easily demonstrable return on investment for your business that creates operational
efficiency and tighter security.

Want to know more?
Call the Data Connect team today for a ‘no nonsense’ chat and to discuss your requirements in further detail.
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